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Abstract
Using Danish firm level data on employment dynamics merged with
individual records on all workers in a given firm, various measures of em
ployment reallocation used in the macroeconomics literature are incor
porated in a wage equation framework and the return on human capital
investments are estimated using fixed and random effects models. Af
ter investigating the effects of net and gross job reallocation on wages, I
estimate simultaneous models where firm effects (affecting employment
dynamics) and worker unobserved ability (affecting wages) are allowed
to be correlated and I inspect the allocation of workers across expanding
and declining firms. Finally, I also investigate the distinction between
stayers and movers.
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(Aarhus, Denmark) and the European University Institute for their hospitality. Conver
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Introduction

The dynamic features of labor markets and, more particularly, the flows in and
out of unemployment have always offered serious challenges to both macro and
micro economists. Micro economists have traditionally focused on the composi
tion of unemployment while macro economists have paid enormous attention to
its cyclical behavior. More recently, while both Europe and the United States
experienced relatively high rates of unemployment, the “Matching” approach to
labor market flows has become increasingly popular among those interested in
modeling the cyclical behavior of unemployment-employment and employmentunemployment flows using time series data .1
Although data on gross labor market flows are able to capture worker
turnover and its behavior over the business cycle, they reveal very little (perhaps
nothing) about the causes of mobility. Consequently, the nature of the driving
economic forces behind worker turnovers has simultaneously raised enormous
interest and led economists to investigate the notion of job (employment) re
allocation using plant level data. In a series of papers, Davis and Haltiwanger
(1990, 1992) have investigated the cyclical behavior of gross job flows (job cre
ation and destruction) in US manufacturing. They report that both significant
job creation and destruction coexist at all phases of the business cycle. In par
ticular, the coexistence of both job creation and destruction within narrowly
defined industries points out to the importance of firm heterogeneity. As a con
sequence, theoretical representation of the labor market where firms are treated
as representative agents should therefore be regarded suspiciously. They also
report that job destruction (strongly counter-cyclical) is more variable than job
creation (more or less acyclical) and that, as a consequence, the driving force
behind recessions and expansions is job destruction (not job creation). As sim
ilar results have been found for European countries (see Burda and Wyplosz,
1994 for a review), theoretical models compatible with those findings have re
cently been developed and potential explanations for the asymmetric behavior
of job creation and destruction have also been advanced. As a result, the view
that recessions play a “cleansing role” (job destruction is clustered in business
cycle downturns) has become increasingly popular.2
'Blanchard and Diamond (1992) use the term “flow approach” to designate a series of
papers devoted to the understanding of the dynamics of workers and job flows.
2Possible explanations for the asymmetric behavior of job creation and destruction in-
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Despite the increasingly large number of studies concerned with either
worker flows or job reallocation, remarkably few studies have tried to analyze
both phenomena simultaneously. Anderson and Meyer (1994) is a notable ex
ception. In a study based on four (4) US states, they document that worker
turnover can be broken down as follows; 28% of all worker turnover is explained
by temporary layoffs, 31% by job reallocation (creation or destruction) and the
remaining 42% by permanent job matches creation and destruction at existing
jobs/positions. As their data do not incorporate individual characteristics such
as age, sex, education or marital status, a micro-econometric analysis of the
links between job flows, workers flow and human capital variables is rendered
difficult.

In particular, very little is known about the effect of firm employment
reallocation on wages and about the allocation of workers across expanding and
declining firms. These issues, perhaps ignored because of data availability, ap
pear quite interesting. Although labor economists have recognized for a long
time the potential importance of firm characteristics in models of wages and
human capital, the absence of data where firm attributes and individual char
acteristics are merged has prevented them to go beyond including firm size in
standard wage equations. The recent development of data containing firm as
well as worker information is however likely to remove this oversight.3

Introducing firm employment dynamics (job creation/destruction and job
reallocation) in a model of wages and human capital might be justified for two
main reasons. First, if firms expanding faster than average pay more (in order
to attract workers as an example), failure to take into account firms expansion
might seriously bias estimates for the return on human capital investment such
as education or experience. Secondly, analyzing wages jointly with firm employ
ment reallocation policies might shed light on the nature of firm heterogeneity
(pointed out by Davis and Haltiwanger, 1992) and therefore help understand
how labor force composition within a firm may affect its expansion rate. These
are the two main issues on which I will focus in the current study.
The main findings may be summarized as follows. There is empirical

dude the following. Technological progress, non-convexities in adjustment costs functions
explained by fixed firing costs, reallocation is more efficient in periods of low productivity
and passive learning about firm’s initial condition. Blanchard and Diamond (1990) review
several of these explanations.lt should however be pointed out that none of these hypothe
ses has, so far, imposed itself as conclusive. The development of models compatible with
simultaneous creation and destruction still represents a challenge for current researchers.
3For a recent example with French data, see Abowd, Kramarz and Margolis (1994).

2

The paper is constructed as follows. In the next section, I state briefly
the objectives which I pursue in this study. The third section is devoted to the
presentation of the data set used in the study. The econometric specifications
are presented in section 4 while results are discussed in section 5. Some potential
avenues for research are identified in the concluding section.

2

O bjectives

As the literature clearly lacks studies analyzing wages and employment reallo
cation simultaneously , the development and the estimation of microeconomic
models where both worker and firm heterogeneity are taken into account ap
pear a promising avenue for research. This paper constitutes a first step toward
the removal of some of these shortcomings. In what follows, I analyze individ
ual longitudinal data on Danish workers along with firm data on employment
(size) changes over a period of 12 years. The data set is quite unique and will
be presented in section 3. However, one of its distinctive feature is that total
cumulated experience (measured as the sum of all employment periods since
entering the labor force) is reported and therefore allows me to avoid potential
experience measures which are typically used in the literature. As a conse
quence, I am able to identify age effects from experience effects. Furthermore,
as the sample contains a sufficiently large number of individuals who acquire
additional education after having entered the labor force, I can also estimate
the effects of education in a fixed effects framework.
The main objective is to introduce notions of gross and net job reallocation
in a standard human capital framework. To do so, I estimate a standard wage
regression equation in conjunction with sample information on firm’s job cre
ation and destruction histories using standard panel data methods. Although
the data set used in the paper would undoubtedly enable researchers to inves
tigate a very large number of economic issues (some of them will be discussed
when I address potential avenues for research), I pay a particular attention to
three (3) broad classes of questions;
3
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evidence that workers employed in firms either creating jobs or firms reallocating
employment (firms with a high level of turnover) tend to receive higher wages
given their stock of human capital. When individual effects and firm effects are
allowed to be correlated, this relationship is substantially minimized. There is
evidence that workers with higher ability tend to work in expanding firms while
the allocation of workers between firms reallocating employment is not as clear.
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• The effects on wages of net job creation (or destruction) and gross job
reallocation
• The sensitivity of the estimates of the return to human capital to the
inclusion of firm employment dynamics variables.

• The endogeneity of firms job creation/destruction and employment reallocation histories with respect to workers wages.

To do so, I specify log hourly wage equations using standard human cap
ital arguments but I incorporate measures of job creation/destruction and job
reallocation as they are defined in the recent macroeconomic literature and treat
them as time varying regressors. As pointed out in the literature, the notion
of employment reallocation is fairly difficult to capture empirically. In the IDA
data set, I can measure net job creation/destruction quite accurately. However,
measuring actual employment reallocation is much harder, perhaps impossible.
In a typical firm, workers move in and move out for different reasons. Some
individuals move out as a result of employed search activities while others are
displaced by job destruction or simply by match dissolution. The IDA data
set does not allow me (just as most data sets) to infer a cause for separation.
In order to evaluate the extent of employment reallocation, I measure the sum
of all newcomers (those who had no attachment with the current firm in the
previous year) and all leavers (those who have no attachment with the firm in
the following year) and I treat this variable (indicating the amount of turnover
in a given firm for a particular year) as an upper bound for gross employment
reallocation. In the final section of the paper, I also consider an average of net
job creation and gross employment changes (total turnover) .

3

T he ID A D ata Set

3.1

Description

The empirical analysis presented in the paper has been carried on the Integrated
Data Base for Labor Market Research (IDA) which has been created by Danish
Statistics from the entire population of Danish firms. The IDA data set is
a longitudinal data base (with annual observations) starting in 1980 and it
contains both private and public firms. Total employment for each firm is
recorded as of November of each year and industrial classification as well as
4

Although the unit of reference in the IDA data set is the firm, it also con
tains information on each employed individual as of the last week of November.
This information is actually obtained by registered data on all Danish labor
force participants. The information on individuals includes variables such as
age, education, experience, gender, occupation type, marital status, number of
children and hourly wage rate. It is therefore possible to follow wages over a
twelve (12) year for a given individual. Note that the structure of the data also
enables to construct a tenure variable. However, this variable is left censored for
those whose employment relationship was initiated before 1980. The IDA data
also contain information on unemployment history for each year. A notable
feature of the data set used in this study is that every new entrant in a given
firm is traced back for one year prior to entrance. Similarly, those individuals
leaving a firm are followed for a period of one year. This feature of the data
would therefore allow us to study mobility patterns of Danish workers.

3.2

Sampling Method

The study presented in this paper is based on a sample extracted from the IDA
data set. This data base incorporates the entire population of firms and workers
in Denmark. However, in this study, I only work with a sample extracted from
the original database4. Initially, 1000 Danish firms have been selected randomly
in 1980. Only private sector firms have been sampled. They were selected to be
representative of the Danish economy in terms of industry, sector and region.
These firms were created either in or before 1980 and they are followed until the
end of the sample period (1991). As firms disappear (either for bankruptcy or
any other reason), new firms are added to the sample so that the total number
of firms, in a given year, always exceeds 1000. Firms either in the agricultural
or mining sector have been excluded.
As the main objective of this paper is to investigate the return on human
capital in conjunction with firms employment histories, additional restrictions
have been added to observations on individuals. I restrict the sample of indi
viduali workers, itself extracted from the labor force of each firm sampled, to
4The entire IDA population of firms is used to investigate the cyclical behavior of worker
and job flows in Albaek and Sorensen (1994) while the sample used in this paper is also used
by Bingley and Westergàrd-Nielsen (1995) in order to investigate individual wage growth
within and between establishments.

5
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regional location are also recorded. It is therefore easy to follow the job creation
and destruction pattern for each firm over the 1980-1991 period.
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full-time workers only. As Danish Statistics impute a quality index for each
wage reported in registered data, I only analyze individual observations which
have the maximum quality (that is the minimum measurement error). It should
be noted that none of these conditions imply any restrictions on firms selected
or on firm variables. Finally, the measure of experience contained in the IDA
data set is less reliable for workers employed prior to 1964. As a consequence,
I restrict myself to those individuals who were 16 years old or less (therefore
not working in 1964) at that time. This implies that my sample is composed
of prime-aged workers who were at most 46 years old by 1991 (the end of the
panel). Because the unit of observation is the firm, it is easy to identify workers
who stay within a firm over the sample period (stayers) from those who even
tually move. In a given year, between 60% and 70% of the sampled individuals
remain attached to the same firm. This creates imbalances in the panel and
implies that more observations are available on stayers than on movers, how
ever, in order to avoid introducing selection bias, I initially analyze both types
of workers present in the sample and postpone the separate analysis of stayers
to the end of the paper.
As the original data set is quite large, it is possible to work with distinct
sub-samples. This has several advantages. First, it is possible to obtain sepa
rate estimates of economic parameters of interest for different groups (or sub
samples) and compare those estimates across groups. Second, as fixed-effects
techniques (commonly used in panel data analysis) do not allow to estimate
the effect of time invariant regressors such as sex, industry or region, the large
number of observations allows me to stratify the sample according to these
time invariant regressors. As a result, in the present paper, I present empirical
evidence from four (4) different samples
• Male skilled workers in manufacturing
• Male unskilled workers in manufacturing
• Male white collar workers in the trade industry
• Female white collars in the trade industry

Overall, these samples represent a wide spectrum of individuals who have
potentially very different exposures to business cycles conditions. Sample statis
tics for each sample is presented in appendix 1 .

6

T he E conom etric M ethodology

The econometric estimates presented in this study are based generally on stan
dard wages regression functions. We begin by considering earnings regression
equations which are specified according to human capital theory but also in
corporate firm characteristics and, in particular, firms job creation/destruction
and reallocation histories. Initially, these variables are assumed to be exoge
nous. Subsequently, I proceed with models where job creation and destruction
are allowed to be endogenous5.

4.1

The Wage Regression Function

The basic wage regression function is represented as follows:

LogWijt — XitP + Z\Ol + W j\ + Sjt'y + 'Hjt (Ejt, E jt-i) 0 + 6t + r), + eit

(1)

where wi]t denotes the real hourly wage rate of individual i, employed
in firm j at time t and EJS denotes employment of firm j at time s. X,t is
a vector of time varying individual specific regressors such as age, experience
and education. The vector Z, contains individual specific regressors which are
time invariant (sex, occupation). Firm specific time invariant attributes such
as region and industry are contained in Wj while the scalar SJ( represents the
size of firm j at time t. Syf is computed as follows;

(2 )

Individual specific effects are represented by the term 77, while 6t plays the
role of a time specific effect. The function
represents potential measures of
job creation and destruction patterns. In this paper, we consider measures of
job creation/destruction similar to those used in the macroeconomic literature.
I define job creation, Xjt, as
5Given the structure of the IDA data set, it is however impossible to incorporate match
specific effects. In order to do so, I would need to observe individuals employed with distinct
firms for a relatively long period.

7
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Ejt - EJt- 1

Xjt = — s------Jjt

(3)

Finally, I also work with a gross job reallocation rate. If we denote the
number of new entrants in firm j at time t by Njt and the number of individuals
exiting firm j at time t by MJ(, then the gross job reallocation rate,
is given
by6
=

Njt + Mjt
Sjt

(4)

Estimation methods for equation (1) vary according to whether or not r/
is assumed to be fixed (a nuisance parameter) or random. When r) is assumed
to be fixed, least squares are typically applied to a modified equation ( 1) where
regressors are measured in deviations from mean or, occasionally, in first dif
ferences. When individual effects are assumed to be random, generalized least
squares techniques are applied to (1). The advantages and disadvantages of each
approach are relatively well known to labor economists. Fixed effects techniques
imply an important reduction in degrees of freedom when the number of indi
viduals (i in this case) is big. Furthermore, fixed effects techniques do not allow
to estimate the effect of time invariant regressors. However, as explained in
the previous section, I can solve this problem by sample stratification based on
time invariant regressors. Random effect models, which assume that the indi
vidual effect is a random variable, require to estimate a much smaller number
of parameters and also allow time invariant regressor. However, potential cor
relation between individual effects and regressors (possible when regressors are
endogenous) may constitute a serious drawback. Hausman (1979) has proposed
the following specification test based on the observed difference between the
random effect estimator (6gi,) and the fixed effect estimator (6W );
H = (6gl, - 6wj [Var(5„,) - Var(69ij)]"*1(6gl. - Sw)

(5)

As the fixed effects estimator is always consistent, a larger value of H
provides evidence in favor of the fixed effect estimator.

6As X j t and
represent a lower bound and an upper bound for employment reallocation,
I also work with an average of these values and estimate how this average affects wages.

8

Simultaneous System

Panel data techniques described earlier allow us to obtain estimates of the re
gression parameters of interest under the assumption that the regressors are
exogenous. As it is often the case in micro-econometrics, the exogeneity assump
tion might be violated. In this particular example, '!'(.) might be endogenous if,
for instance, workers with high values of 7? tend to work with firms expanding
more than expected. Because better workers would tend to be matched with
more dynamic firms, estimates of the effect of job creation and/or job reallo
cation would be biased. To address this issue, we modify the relation stated
in ( 1) so that the function '!'(.) is determined from a linear regression model.
We assume that log hourly wages are explained by human capital variables and
job creation/destruction patterns while firms creation/destruction pattern is
explained by firm specific attributes such as region, industry and size. The log
wage regression equation and the job creation/destruction equation are there
fore given by

LogWijt — X u0 + ZiQ +

( E j t , E j t^

( Eji , E jt-1)

i) —W j tA +

S j t7

0 + rji + 6wt + eu

+ <5>jit +

+

£jt

( 6)

(7)

where 6wt and
represent the business cycle fixed effect on wages and on
employment dynamics respectively. Note that (6) and (7) represent a simultane
ous system. The assumption that firm characteristics (W,S) affect employment
dynamics and that human capital variables affect wages allows me to obtain
identification. Estimation of this simultaneous system is straightforward and
can be done using standard instrumental variables techniques. If I assume that
r/j and ifij are nuisance parameters (fixed effects), then a within transformation
can be applied to (7) to obtain a predicted value for \H(.) which can be used in
(6). This is the method used in the paper.
In order to investigate the allocation of workers across firms characterized
by different levels of net job creation/destruction and turnovers, I reestimate
a version of equations (6) and (7)with an error component structure where I
restrict wages to be affected solely by human capital variables, that is
Logwtjt — X,tP -f- Z,a + r/, + hwl +
9

( 8)
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where

(9)

and where q, (the individual effect) is now treated as a normal random
variable while etl is still assumed i.i.d. normal. The employment dynamics
equation, for firm j, is given by
9ft (E]t, E jt-i) = WjtA + Sjt 7 + 6* +
where
0u = < P j + &

(10)

( 11)

<fij (the firm effect) is also a normal random variable and where
is i.i.d.
normal. Note that (8) and (9) can be estimated by generalized least squares
(GLS) and that, for each equation, I can compute a residual. Then, I match
each residual vit with a contemporaneous firm residual , tpj, and compute a
correlation coefficient. A significant correlation would reveal that workers are
not randomly allocated across expanding and declining firms.

5

R esu lts

In this section, I discuss the main empirical results. First, I will describe those
obtained from model specifications where firm employment dynamics is assumed
exogenous while, in the following section, I will discuss models where job creation/destruction and job reallocation are allowed to be endogenous and are
instrumented out. Finally, I shall discuss the correlation between individual
and firm effects.

5.1

Exogenous Employment Dynamics

The results obtained when employment dynamics variables are assumed to be
exogenous are found in table 1A, IB, 1C and ID respectively. For each sample,
we have three different specifications which differ with respect to the employ
ment dynamics variables included. Furthermore, for each specification I present
fixed effects estimates (columns 1,3 and5) and random effect estimates (columns
10

The analysis of the results for skilled workers reveals again that the effect of
net job creation is positive while, unlike for unskilled workers, the effect of gross
employment reallocation is also positive. The level of significance achieved when
both variables are included (columnl and 2 of table IB) is quite satisfactory
since job creation and employment reallocation are expected to be collinear. As
expected, the return to experience and education are higher for skilled workers
than unskilled worker.
The third sample analyzed is composed of white collar workers in the
trade industry and the results are quite comparable to those obtained for skilled
workers. Again, I find a positive correlation between wages paid and net job
creation and gross employment reallocation. This is particularly true when
variables are included separately. Furthermore, similar results are obtained for
female white collar workers in the trade industry.
Overall, the preliminary analysis of wages and employment dynamics in
dicate the following. After controlling for age, experience and education (as well
as business cycle conditions), I find that workers employed in firms which are
either creating net jobs or in firms more heavily involved in employment reallo
11
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2,4 and 6). The results obtained for unskilled male workers in manufacturing in
dicate that age earnings profiles (after controlling for experience and education)
are concave. The estimates for the return to experience also indicate concavity
(the estimates are robust around 2% per year). The effect of education appears
however sensitive to the estimation techniques as fixed effects estimates typ
ically exceed random effect estimates. This is explained by the fact that, in
the sample used in this paper, a small number of individuals obtain additional
years of education over the sample period. As a consequence, fixed effects es
timates of the effect of education are based solely on those individuals. The
parameters raising the most interest are however those associated with job creation/destruction (\jt) and employment reallocation (g,t ). As both of these
variables are expressed as a ratio (percentage), the estimated coefficients ad
mit an elasticity representation. Overall, the estimates indicate that workers
employed in firms creating jobs (columns 3 and 4) receive higher wages while
those working in firms reallocating employment receive lower wages. However,
in this case, estimates differ greatly between fixed and random effects (column
5 and 6). When both variables are included (column 1 and 2), both coefficients
keep their respective sign and are significant in the fixed effects model while,
in the random effects model, the effect of employment reallocation (negative)
is not estimated very precisely. Interestingly, coefficients on job creation and
gross reallocation have a magnitude comparable to experience or education.
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cation receive higher wages. However, given that estimates are quite sensitive
to the estimation technique used and that in all cases the Hausman statistic
(denoted H. stat in the tables) tend to reject the null that both estimators are
equal, a natural extension is to investigate how much of this relationship can
be explained by heterogeneity and endogeneity bias.

12

asym ptotic t-ratios in Brackets for parameter estimates and pvalue for Hausman statistic)
1

Age
Age2
Experience
Experience2
Education
Xjt ■
Sit
SJ t .
Hausman test
Sample size

Fixed. Effects.
.0209 (1.48)
-.0002 (0.98)
.0193 (1.54)
-.0007 (1.63)
.0510 (3.34)
.0271 (2.65)
-.0627 (3.89)
.0006 (1.96)
26.8 (0.01)
2578

3
Fixed . Effects
.0206 (1.47)
-.0002 (0.96)
.0198 (1.78)
-.0007 (1.65)
.0507 (3.32)
.0198 (1.97)
.0005 (3.69)
32.0 (0.01)
2578

2

Age
Age2
Experience
Experience2
Education
Xu ■
Sit
s* •
Hausman test
Sample size

5
Fixed. Effects.
.0239 (1.70)
-.0002 (0.85)
.0144 (1.45)
-.0007 (1.65)
.0521 (3.42)
-.0549 (3.45)
.0011 (3.96)
55.5 (0.00)
2578

4
Random. Effects Random Effects
.0235 (2.82)
.0240 (2.89)
-.0003 (2.33)
-.0003 (2.39)
.0192 (3.77)
.0194 (3.81)
-.0005 (1.48)
-.0005 (1.50)
.0014 (0.46)
.0013 (0.42)
.0279 (2.95)
.0264 (2.84)
-.0105 (0.79)
.0012 (5.81)
.0011 (7.93)
26.8 (0.01)
32.0 (0.01)
2578
2578

13

6

Random Effects
.0235 (2.83)
-.0003 (2.24)
.0194 (3.81)
-.0005 (1.52)
.0013 (0.43)
-.0024 (0.19)
.0014 (6.83)
55.5 (0.00)
2578
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TABLE IB -Estimates for Skilled Workers in Manufacturing-

(Asymptotic t-ratios in Brackets for parameter estimates and pvalue for Hausman statistic)
1
3
Fixed Effects Fixed Effects
Age
.0956 (1.29)
.0929 (1.25)
Age2
-.0011 (4.29) -.0011 (4.23)
Experience
.0531 (5.70)
.0509 (1.78)
Experience2
-.0040 (1.27) -.0007 (1.30)
Education
.1707 (13.32)
.1723 (13.5)
.0303
(2.17)
.0370 (1.18)
Xjt ■
.0336 (1.65)
Sit
.0006 (2.75)
.0004 (3.39)
Sit ■
Hausman test
184.0 (0.00) 32.0 (0.01)
Sample size
Sample
2622
2
4
Random Effects Random Effects
Age
.1181 (9.31)
.1188 (1.38)
Age2
-.0017 (8.43)
-.0017 (2.39)
Experience
.0323 (4.40)
.0320 (3.81)
Experience2
-.0022 (4.89)
-.0005 (4.89)
Education
.0345 (8.93)
.0344 (8.42)
.0259 (1.97)
.0357 (2.84)
Xjt ■
.0466
(2.61)
Sit
.0014 (7.61)
.0015 (4.91)
s
Hausman test 184.0 (0.00)
32.0 (0.01)
Sample size
2622
2622
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5
Fixed Effects
.0433 (1.70)
-.0002 (4.21)
-.0144 (1.04)
-.0007 (1.25)
.1724 (3.42)
.0648 (4.45)
.0005 (4.96)
55.5 (0.00)
2622
6

Random Effects
.1172 (9.05)
-.0017 (8.34)
.0302 (3.81)
-.0020 (4.33)
.0337 (8.67)
.0609 (3.46
.0014 (6.83)
55.5 (0.00)
2622

(Asymptotic t-ratios in Brackets for parameter estimates and pvalue for Hausman statistic)
1

Age
Age2
Experience
Experience2
Education
Xit ■
Sit
S* •
Hausman test
Sample size

Age
Age2
Experience
Experience2
Education
Xu ■
Sit
SitHausman test
Sample size

Fixed Effects
age .1368 (1.24)
age2 -.0011 (3.57)
ex .1954 (4.09)
ex2 -.0046 (7.87)
edu .0434 (3.40)
Xit -0229 (1.34)
Sjt .0431 (2.34)
SJt .0003 (0.99)
44.8 (0.00)
2385

5
3
Fixed Effects Fixed Effects
.1435 (1.30)
.1368 (1.24)
-.0012 (3.62) -.0011 (3.57)
.1912 (4.00)
.1954 (4.09)
-.0046 (7.87) -.0046 (7.87)
.0457 (3.59)
.0434 (3.40)
.0262 (1.54)
.0451 (2.46)
.0002 (0.56)
.0002 (0.88)
43.6 (0.00)
44.8 (0.00)
2385
2385

2
4
Random Effects Random Effects.
.1447 (10.4)
.1456 (10.5)
-.0019 (8.56)
-.0019 (8.61)
.0722 (9.29)
.0717 (9.22)
-.0042 (8.91)
-.0042 (8.94)
.0279 (7.39)
.0275 (7.30)
.0234 (1.50)
.0256 (1.45)
.0341 (2.19)
.0001 (0.56)
.0003 (3.50)
44.8 (0.00)
43.6 (0.00)
2385
2385
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6

Random Effects.
.1447 (10.4)
-.0019 (8.56)
.0722 (9.29)
-.0042 (8.91)
.0279 (7.39)
.0356 (2.89)
.0003 (3.58)
44.8 (0.00)
2385
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TABLE 1C -Estimates for White Collar Workers in Trade-
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TA BLE ID -Estimates for Female White collars in Trade Industry-

(Asymptotic t-ratios in Brackets for parameter estimates and pvalue for Hausman statistic)

2

1

Age
Age2
Experience
Experience2
Education
Xit ■
Sit
sj t .
Hausman test
Sample size

Age
Age2
Experience
Expereince2
Education
Xit SitHausman test
Sample size

3
Fixed Effects Fixed Effects Fixed Effects
.0532 (2.42)
.0522 (2.37)
.0531 (2.42)
-.0007 (2.35) -.0007 (2.39) -.0007 (2.36)
.0533 (2.89)
.0537 (2.91)
.0533 (2.89)
-.0018 (2.61) -.0018 (2.53) -.0018 (2.60)
.1109 (7.82)
.1116 (7.85)
.1108 (7.81)
.0102 (0.58)
.0173 (0.99)
.0522 (2.57)
.0540 (2.70)
.0041 (2.19)
.0012 (1.30)
.0027 (2.08)
90.2 (0.00)
84.9 (0.00)
81.9 (0.00)
2034
2034
2034
4
2
6
Random Ef. Random Ef. Random Ef.
.0801 (6.81) .0802 (6.81) .0804 (6.82)
-.1062 (5.70) -.0011 (5.70) -.0011 (5.71)
.0471 (5.82) .0463 (5.73) .0467 (5.76)
-.0020 (3.87) -.0020 (3.84) -.0020 (3.83)
.0286 (8.60) .0283 (8.52) .0288 (8.61)
.0303 (1.86) .0333 (2.08)
.0260 (1.63)
.0295 (1.86)
.0015 (2.04) .0040 (1.36) .0042 (6.21)
90.2 (0.00)
84.9 (0.00)
81.9 (0.00)
2034
2034
2034
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Models with Endogenous Employment Dynamics

After having estimated equation (1) under the assumption that the employment
process is exogenous with respect to wages, I estimate a simultaneous system
such as in (6) and (7). As discussed earlier, if better workers (with higher
unobserved ability) tend to work in firms expanding faster than average, the
relationship between wages and firm employment dynamics would be an arte
fact. For this reason, I estimate equation (7) using all exogenous variables in
the system (equation 6 and 7) in order to get a predicted value for the firm’s
employment dynamics variable7. I present results for all four samples presented
earlier in Table 2A, 2B, 2C and 2D. In this case, only fixed effects estimates
are reported. Except for age (a parameter of limited interest here), the esti
mates for experience and education are relatively robust. This seems true for
all four groups considered except perhaps in the case of women in white collar
occupations (Table 2D) for whom returns on education are much lower when
employment reallocation variables are endogenous. The most striking results
are those surrounding employment dynamics variables. For unskilled work
ers in manufacturing, both net job creation (\ j t ) and employment reallocation
(fy) become totally insignificant when they are included separately or together.
Likewise, estimates for male and female white collar workers in the trade indus
try also reveal no effect of either job creation/destruction or gross employment
reallocation. However, for skilled workers (in the manufacturing industry), job
creation and employment reallocation are still positive and precisely estimated
when each variable is included separately.
As this stage, I can conclude that the empirical relationship between
observed wages and firm employment reallocation status is explained by selfselection except for skilled workers in the manufacturing industry. It suggests
that workers are not allocated randomly across firms but that individual af
fecting wages and firm effects affecting employment reallocation are strongly
correlated. The most natural step to undertake at this stage is to investigate
the correlation between individual effects and firm effects. To do so, I reesti
mate equation ( 1 ) without the '!'(.) function and equation (2) by generalized
least squares (random effect) to obtain an estimate of the individual and firm
effects and, thereafter, compute the correlation between both effects. A positive
(negative) correlation indicates that workers with higher ability tend to work
with firms creating (destroying) jobs. For each sample, I compute a correlation
7The results of the first step of the 2sls estimator suggest that both job creation and gross
reallocation are strongly countercyclical.
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5.2

I conclude this section by pointing out that when an average measure of
Xjt and
is used as a proxy for employment reallocation level, I obtain results
quite similar. These may be found in Appendix 2

TABLE 2A -Estimates from Simultaneous SystemsUnskilled Workers in manufacturing (Males), Asymptotic t-ratios in Brackets

Age
Age2
Exp
Exp2
Educ
Xjtipred)
Sjt{pred)

1
2
3
Fixed Effects Fixed Effects Fixed Effects
.1300 (1.55)
.1137 (4.26)
.1379 (0.91)
-.0002 (0.96) -.0005 (3.71) -.0017 (0.93)
.0237 (1.59)
.0277 (3.70)
.0236 (1.32)
-.0013 (2.33) -.0009 (2.13) -.0007 (1.46)
.0484 (2.81)
.0500 (3.20)
.0521 (3.03)
.1698 (0.40)
-.1092 (0.24)
.0437 (0.42)
.0651 (0.38)
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between the wage equation residuals and the firm job creation ( \) residuals
as well as the employment reallocation (<;) residuals. The results, presented in
Table 3, support the hypothesis of non random allocation of workers. In all
four samples, I find either a strong correlation between individual and firm job
creation effects or individual and firm gross employment reallocation effects.
For unskilled and white collar male workers, there is a positive correlation in
both cases. The positive correlation between wages and x (columnl) indicates
that, for all groups, workers paid more than expected (given human capital)
tend to work with firms creating jobs while for all groups (except for unskilled
workers) workers who are paid more than expected tend to work for firms more
heavily involved in employment reallocation.

Skilled Workers in manufacturing (Males), Asymptotic t-ratios in Brackets

1

Age
Age2
Exp
Exp2
Educ
Xjtipred)
Sjt(pred)

2

Fixed Effects Fixed Effects
.1803 (3.19)
.1276 (1.54)
-.0019 (1.57) -.0013 (2.69)
.0200 (0.80)
.0017 (0.35)
-.0008 (0.96) -.0005 (0.86)
.1678 (8.12)
.1720 (12.23)
.8022 (1.76)
.3817 (2.86)

3
Fixed Effects
.0997 (3.83)
-.0012 (2.93)
.0270 (0.15)
-.0010 (1.60)
.1216 (9.31)
-.1926 (0.57)
.4401 (2.52)

TABLE 2C -Estimates from Simultaneous SystemsWhite Collar Workers in Trade (Males), Asymptotic t-ratios in Brackets

1

age
age2
Exp
Exp2
Educ
Xjtipred)
Xjtipred)

2

Fixed Effects Fixed Effects
.1402 (1.25)
.1514 (1.30)
-.0012 (3.58) -.0013 (1.97)
.1979 (3.62)
.1882 (1.84)
-.0052 (6.43) -.0050 (4.36)
.0421 (1.50)
.0634 (2.36)
-.0548 (0.26)
-.0586 (0.26)
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3
Fixed Effects
-.0053 (0.38)
-.0011(2.54)
.1893 (2.59)
-.0047 (7.07)
.0034 (0.24)
-.1311 (0.16)
.0874 (0.12)
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TABLE 2B -Estimates from Simultaneous Systems-

White Collar Workers in manufacturing (Females), Asymptotic t-ratios in Brack
ets

1

Fixed Effects
age
.1043 (8.02)
age2 -.0015 (4.84)
Exp -.0487 (4.71)
Exp2 -.0016 (1.64)
Educ .0581 (5.13)
.0812 (0.59)
Xit
Sjt

2

Fixed Effects
.0974 (7.49)
-.0018 (4.66)
.0560 (5.38)
-.0011 (0.94)
.0581 (4.91)
-.2082 (0.57)

3
Fixed Effects
.0960 (7.36)
-.0018 (4.06)
.0543 (1.85)
-.0006 (0.29)
.0583 (4.29)
-.0946 (0.30)
-.4515 (0.62)

TABLE 3
Correlation between individual effects (Wage) and Firm Effects in (Random
Effect)
(T-ratios in Parantheses)
Sample
Unskilled Workers in Manufacturing (males)
Skilled Workers in Manufacturing (males)
Whilte Collar Workers in Trade (males)
White Collar Workers in Trade (Females)

20

Wages/Xu
.0598 (3.65)
.0207 (0.98)
.0459 (1.87)
-.0037 (0.11)

Wages/<;jt
-.1370 (11.41)
.1000 (5.11)
.0855 (4.95)
.2407 (15.64)
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TABLE 2D -Estimates from Simultaneous Svstems-

Estimates for Stayers

As I argued earlier, a separate analysis of job stayers appears interesting for
several reasons. First, it would normally be expected that estimates of employ
ment dynamics effects obtained from a sample of stayers would be more precise
as stayers are observed for longer periods in the sampled firm. Secondly, job
movers might have different observed as well as unobserved characteristics from
stayers and therefore substantially affect the estimates of employment dynam
ics effects. For this reason, I have done a separate analysis of stayers. In order
to obtain sufficiently large number of observations, I had to sample workers
across different industries. I however kept the sample stratification by sex and
occupation. The results obtained when employment dynamics are exogenous
are found in Table 4A and 4B (to save space I only report estimates for skilled
and unskilled male workers). Table 5A and 5B are devoted to the models where
employment dynamics is instrumented out.
Overall, the picture of the effects of employment dynamics on wages for
stayers is not convincingly different from the one obtained for the entire sample.
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5.3

Exogenous Employment Dynamics (Asymptotic t-ratios in Brackets)

1
X jt

Fixed Ef.
.0046
(0.32)

2
R andom Ef.
.0044

3
Fixed Ef.

4
R andom Ef.

(0.33)

Sjt

5
Fixed Ef.
.0074

-.0527
(2.75)

-.0216
(1.34)

(0.51)
-.0516
(2.70)

2129

2129

2129

H
Sample

2129

2129

6
R andom Ef.
.0065
(0.88)
-.0223
(1.38)
52.5 (0.00)
2129

TABLE 4B -Sample of Skilled Male Workers (Stayers)Exogenous Employment Dynamics (Asymptotic t-ratios in Brackets)

X jt

1
Fixed Ef.
.0422
(2.95)

2
R andom Ef.
.0404
(3.02)

Sjt

3
Fixed Ef.

4
R andom Ef.

5
Fixed Ef.
.0412
(2.91)

6
Random Ef.
.0403
(2.99)

.0330
(1.73)

.0402
(2.45)

.0341
(1.79)

.0421
(2.55)

2876

2876

2876

234.2 (0.00)
2876

H
Sample

2876

2876
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TABLE 4A -Sample of Unskilled Male Workers (Stayers)-

22

Endogenous Employment Dynamics (Asymptotic t-ratios in brackets)

Xjt(pred)

1

2

Fixed Ef.
.0290
(0.93)

Ran. Ef.

^t(pred)

3
Fixed Ef.

.0928
(0.57)

5
Fixed Ef.
.0183
(0.08)
-.0259
(0.20)

6

2129

2129

Ran. Ef.

.0137
(0.59)

Corr (w,x)
Corr (w,?)
Sample

4
Ran. Ef.

2129

2129

2129

.0296
(1.98)
2129

TA B L E 5B -Sample of Skilled Male Workers (Stayers)Endogenous Employment Dynamics (Asymptotic t-ratios in brackets)

Xjtipred)

1

2

Fixed Ef.
-.9275
(0.70)

Ran. Ef.

Sjtipred)

3
Fixed Ef.

.6698
(1.06)

5
Fixed Ef.
-.6095
(1.58)
.2600
(0.43)

6

2876

2876

Ran. Ef.

.0320
(1.32)

Corr (w,x)
Corr (w,<;)
Sample

4
Ran. Ef.

2876

2876

2876
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.0575
(2.67)
2876
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TABLE 5A -Sample of Unskilled Male Workers (Stayers)-

C onclusion
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6

Using panel data techniques, I have investigated the empirical relationship be
tween wages and various measures of employment reallocation used in a newly
emerging macroeconomics literature. I found a positive correlation between
wages paid and either net job creation or gross employment reallocation. How
ever, estimates from simultaneous panel systems reveal that this relationship
is actually a composition effect; that is workers with high level of ability (re
ceiving more than expected given age, experience and education) tend to work
in firms that have higher employment reallocation rate and higher job creation
rate. This result points out the importance of labor force composition (within
a given firm) in explaining firm heterogeneity as measured by an idiosyncratic
growth rate. Among other things, it implies that firms with higher level of work
ers turnovers and higher job creation rates might have hiring policies aimed at
hiring better workers and might therefore search for new employees in restricted
segments of the labor market. For instance, if more dynamic firms recruit only
employed workers (as opposed to those unemployed), this might explain why
empirical labor economists typically find that employed job search is more ef
fective than unemployed search (see Belzil 1996). An interesting avenue for
future research is to link firm heterogeneity and search methods efficiency over
the business cycle.

7
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Sample Statistics (averaged over years)

Hourly Wage
(per hour)
Experience
Age
Education
% Stayers
X
S
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A P P E N D IX 1

Unsk./Man. (M)

Sk./Man. (M)

W. C./Trade (M)

W. C./Trade (F)

100 Kr
6.35
28.9 years
8.97 years
36%
6%
55%

110 Kr
7.67
29.4
11.29
49%
6%
47%

66 Kr
6.97 years
28.2 years
11.7 years
65%
1.9%
48%

81.5 Kr
5.95
27.9
11.30
63%
1.8%
54.9%

Comments

Real Wages: Hourly wages measured in Danish Kroner per hour. Wages are
measured in November of each year.
X ■averaged over all years during which the individual is employed with a given
firm. Total employment in each firm is computed from the number of primary job
holders in November of each year.
« : averaged over all years during which the individual is employed with a given
firm. Gross employment reallocation is defined as the number of newcomers plus
number of leavers divided by firm size.

% Stayers: fraction of all workers (in a given year) who were employed with
same firm as the preceding year averaged over year.
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Parameter Estimates for Average of Job Creation and Gross Employment Realloca
tion
Unskilled Workers in Manufacturing (Males) in Column 1 and 2
Skilled Workers in Manufacturing (Males) in Column 3 and 4

(X + 0 /2
ix

<» ) / 2 p r e d

Corr (w,(x + 0 /2
H stat

1
2
F.E.
R.E.
-.0017 .0257
(0.11) (1.85)
.0719
(0.43)
-.0952
(5.04)
36.2 (0.00)
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3
F.E.
.0693
(3.56)
.5173
(4.32)

4
R.E.
.0669
(3.73)

.1034
(4.12)
159.0 (0.00)
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